
Grand Teton, Otterbody Snowfield, First Ski Descent. The successful descent of the Hossack- 
MacGowen on the north face of the Grand Teton in February left at least one major unskied route 
still open off the summit: the Otterbody Snowfield route. Exploiting a tenuous link between the 
East Face Snowfield and the Otterbody Snowfield, the window of opportunity for this route may 
be one of the shortest o f all the other routes. Steve Shea, whose experience skiing the Grand 
Teton is hardly insubstantial, helped spark the notion in the mind of Doug Coombs that the 
Otterbody may offer the cleanest line of descent off the Grand Teton, requiring the fewest rap
pels and least amount o f downclimbing.

Coombs made an attempt with Andrew M cLean in February, one day before Hans Johnstone 
and I skied the Hossack-M acGowen. Deep, potentially hazardous snow turned them back near 
the top of the Otterbody.

After a wet, stormy spring, skies over the Tetons finally turned blue around May 30. Doug and 
I knew we would have a window of perhaps one or two days between when the snow on the east 
face firmed up enough to safely ski and when the intense June sun would melt the section con
necting the east face to the Otterbody Snowfield. Fortunately, we both had enough time off to 
attempt the descent at exactly the right moment. On June 2 we over-nighted on the Lower Saddle, 
starting our summit bid around 4:30 a.m. We made good time climbing easy 70- to 75-degree ice 
up the lower Stettner Couloir and through a ramp connecting it with the bottom of the Ford 
Couloir. Kicking steps up the Ford, we found crusty snow barely strong enough to support a 
skier’s weight. We made the summit around 7:30 a.m. and began skiing by eight. We were wor
ried that any later start would allow the snow in the couloir linking the east face and the



Otterbody to become too soft and dangerous.
Our timing was perfect. The slightly scratchy crust on the east face turned to perfect com in 

the 50-degree crux of the couloir leading to the Otterbody. The Otterbody itself was just emerg
ing from the shadow of the east ridge, and the 50-degree double fall line skiing on frozen, slight
ly runneled snow over a big cliff (the east face) isn’t something I feel compelled to repeat any 
time soon. In fact, the snow became so firm once we reached the sun/shade boundary that we 
decided to pull up in the hopes the hot sun would quickly soften the snow in the tail of the 
Otterbody. The tail leads to a 140-foot cliff and the Teepee Glacier snowfield, and at over 50 
degrees was the second crux of our descent.

Unfortunately the snow and ice in the rocks above us softened much faster than the ice-glazed 
snow in the couloir below. As larger and larger chunks began to loosen their grip on the rock 
above and rain down on us, we were forced to flee the scene and ski the frozen, crusty snow as 
best we could. We made it about 50 feet into the tail o f the Otterbody before a shallow, ice-glazed 
runnel made the skiing a little too nervy for me, even side-slipping. A fall at that point would 
have been fatal. That, plus a handy anchor left by Andy and Doug on their previous retreat, made 
it a good stopping point.

Using the anchor, Doug rappelled on skis to see if the skiing became any more possible. It did
n’t. To expedite our retreat in the face of an increasing barrage of snow and ice from above, I 
coiled the rope and we downclimbed the remaining 200 feet o f the Otterbody’s tail to a final rap
pel over a cliff to the Teepee Glacier. From there we skied to the morainal camping zone, climbed 
back to the Lower Saddle to retrieve our camp, and skied as far as we could back to the valley.

As with many accomplishments in mountaineering, improvements in style await future 
descents of both the Otterbody and the Hossack-M acGowen. A combination of perfect condi
tions and the formidable athleticism displayed by today’s free riders may yet result in a descent 
of the Grand on skis or snowboard without rappelling or downclimbing.
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